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Preface
The International Road Transport Union (IRU) has commissioned Copenhagen Economics to prov ide a study of the economic consequences of the non -application of the TIR
sy stem by the Russian Federation.
The report calculates the total direct costs of the additional national guarantees which
must now be purchased when transporting goods into Russia by road. The report also
analy ses the indirect costs of the new sy stem and the wider economic consequences of the
restrictions of the TIR sy stem.
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Executive summary
This report assesses the direct and indirect costs associated with Russia’s non-application
of the International Road Transport system, TIR, to which Russia has been operational
since 1 97 4.1
The UN TIR sy stem is an international harmonised system of c ustoms control that facilitates trade and transport whilst effectively protecting the revenue of each country through
which goods are carried. The so-called TIR carnet is a document used by transport operators when crossing borders of TIR countries and according to the TIR Conv ention this
document is treated as customs duty guarantee.
But since September 2013, Russia unilaterally decided to no longer accept TIR carnets as
sufficient customs duty guarantee. Consequently transport operators hauling goods into
Russia must obtain a new Russian guarantee to secure customs clearance. Until now, the
cost of the new Russian sy stem has not been known, but expectations were that Russian
sy stem will be significantly more costly than having continued with the TIR sy stem.
This report provides a quantification of these costs and asks whether the new sy stem is
beneficial to the Russian and the global economy.
Hav ing assessed the costs of the new Russian sy stem and compared with the costs of the
TIR sy stem it is intended to replace, we find that the new sy stem adds significant costs on
imports into Russia. Based on a sample of actual costs from transport operators and after
deducting savings for TIR carnets where relevant, we estimate an addi tional cost of up t0
USD 2.2 billion per y ear as a result of the new Russian sy stem.
As a result of the new sy stem, import into Russia by road is getting more ex pensive. Comparing with the v alue of goods transported, we find that the direct cost associated with the
new sy stem is equiv alent to an additional tariff of 0.6 per cent to 1 .4 per cent for road
transport entering into Russia. Ultimately, the se costs will be passed on to the Russian
economy and the new sy stem will result in higher prices for Russia n consumers.
To arriv e at these numbers, we have used data on the actual pattern of the use of TIR ca rnets by issuing country. The data shows that 1 .4 million individual v ehicles’ journeys were
terminated in Russia using a TIR carnet in 201 3. Today, each of these vehicles must pay
for additional guarantees and mandatory services per crossing of the Russian border under the new sy stem compared to a situation with continuation of the TIR sy stem. This
adds huge costs to transport operators who in turn will be forced to pass-on this cost to
their customers.
We find that in addition to the Russian guarantee itself, transport operators must also
purchase very expensive mandatory services when crossing the border into Russia. The
1
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price of these services is ty pically in the same order as the cost of the Russian guarantee,
but is in some situations more than twice the cost of the additional guarantee. As a result,
the total direct cost of the ‘complete’ additional guarantee is two to three times the price
of the guarantee.
In addition to the direct costs there are also significant indirect costs of the new sy stem.
The uncertainty inherent in the sy stem has led to an increased administrative burden of
as much as 25 per cent. Furthermore, since the national guarantee, in contrast to the TIR
sy stem, does not provide any actual guarantee for the transport operators, there is an
increased financial risk for the operators who risk economic losses or even bankruptcy.
Our sample of prices for the new guarantee and the pric es of the mandatory services also
rev ealed that many Russian transport operators are harmed by the new system, and many
Russian transport operators are facing the same costs as non-Russian transport operators. The only beneficiaries of the new sy stem is a small group of around 1 35 Russian
transport operators acknowledged as so -called “trusted operators”.
All in all, we find that the new sy stem in Russia is significantly more expensive for almost
all transport operators than a continuation of the TIR sy ste m. The new Russian sy stem
imposes substantial additional and direct costs of up to USD 2.2 billion on Russia’s own
import. Taking into account the indirect effects the total costs of the new sy stem could be
up to 1 .5-3.7 billion dollars – a bill which will ultimately end up with the Russian consumers. In addition, there are significant indirect costs for operators, and the sy stem has no
economic benefits over the pre-existing TIR sy stem.
Consequently, the system is harming Russia’s own economic interests and adding new
costs on trade with its main partners at a time when open and free trade is needed more
than ev er.
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Chapter 1

Background
The Russian economy is dependent on trade. In 2012, Russia’s total ex ports amounted to
29 per cent of GDP2 (of which 7 5 per cent 3 was gas, oil and other petroleum products). The
same y ear, Russia’s total import of goods and services were 22 per cent of GDP 4. The trade
balance thus accounted for roughly 7 per cent of Russia’s GDP in 201 2.

1.1

The situation before: a secure and effective system

Shortly after World War II, in 1 949, the first TIR (‘Transports Internationaux Routiers’ or
‘International Road Transports’) agreement was concluded and led to the elaboration of
the TIR conv ention in 1 954 under the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe.
The current convention came into force in 1 97 5. The purpose of the TIR Sy stem was, and
is to this date, to facilitate trade and transport.
TIR is an international customs transit sy stem. It allows transport operators to transport
goods through third countries with c ustoms control recognition along the supply chain.
The nature of the TIR Sy stem means that administrative and financial burdens are min imised. The benefits of the TIR sy stems arise through two channels. First, under the TIR
sy stem physical inspections in countries of transit other than checking seals are avoided.
Hence, goods can be transported across national borders with a minimum of interference
and delay s by customs administrations. Thereby, the TIR Sy stem allows goods to be
transported cheaper and more effectively.
Second, the TIR sy stem provides security to both transport operators and customs a uthorities. Due to the TIR guarantee, transport operators avoid the need to deposit a guarantee covering duties and tax es at transit borders. This minimises risk and uncertainty for
transport operators while enabling faster and more efficient goods tran sports.
More countries joined the system because it offers transport operators and Customs a uthorities a simple, flexible, cost-effective and secure sy stem of international transport of
goods across borders. Today, the TIR Sy stem has 68 contracting parties and 58 operational countries, including the European Union. It covers the whole of Europe and reaches out to North Africa and the Near and Middle East. More than 35,000 operators are
authorised to use the TIR sy stem and in 201 3 around 3 million TIR Carnets 5 were issued.
Ultimately, the sy stem facilitates and encourages international trade, and thereby creates
benefits for indiv iduals and nations.

2
3
4
5

The W or ld Bank, World Development Indic ators, 201 2
Eur ostat, DS-022469-EXTRA EU Trade Sinc e 1999 By Mode of Transport (N STR)
The W or ld Bank, World Development Indic ators, 201 2
A TIR Car net is a harmonised c ontrol doc ument accepted by the Customs a uthorities of the countries of departure, transit
and desti nation
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Of the 3 million TIR transports in 2013, almost half of them terminated in the Russian
Federation. In 2012 more than 40 per cent of Russia’s total import came from EU countries, c.f. Figure 1 . Furthermore, 68 per cent of the import from EU countries came by
road 6.

Figure 1 Russia’s import in 2012 by origin
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Sourc e: C openhagen E conomics bas ed on the World Bank

On this background, it can be co ncluded that import from TIR countries and import by
road are important for Russia’s economy and any cost increase for imports will harm the
Russian economy.

1.2

The situation now: Russia restricts application of TIR

In September 2013, the Federal Customs Service of Russia (FCS) introduc ed restrictions
on usage of TIR Carnets at Russian borders. This restriction of the TIR Sy stem in Russia
happened without prior notice to TIR stakeholders.
In practice, this restriction means that the majority of transports to or through Russia is
now subject to an additional national customs guarantee. National guarantees for transports into Russia must be purchased at one of the brokers agencies certified to issue guarantees.
Russia’s non-application of the TIR sy stem undoubtedly affects transport operators who
will now hav e to deal with a new, and potentially more expensive, sy stem when transporting goods into Russia. Furthermore, the restrictions of the TIR sy stem will have an affect
on international trade and thereby the economy as a whole. The question is, whether the
Russian economy benefits from the non-application of the TIR sy stem?
6

Eur ostat, DS-022469-EXTRA EU Trade Sinc e 1999 By Mode of Transport (N STR)
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Chapter 2

Direct costs of the additional
guarantees
The new sy stem imposes costs on the transport operators, both directly and indirectly.
The first part of this chapter describes the different elements of these costs while the last
part calculates the direct costs of the new sy stem.

2.1

The additional guarantees impose costs on the operators

To assess the cost of the additional national guarantees we have received details about
actual pay ments for transport into Russia and further validated this data through personal interv iews with transport operators during a field trip to Estonia (c.f. Appendix A and
B).
Based on this information we hav e concluded that there are significant additional costs
associated with the new sy stem compared with the TIR sy stem. These costs arise through
different channels and are presented b elow.
T he four elements of the increased costs
The new Russian guarantees add costs to transport operators in sev eral ways:
1. Higher costs. The new national guarantees are more expensive than the TIR
sy stem. The direct costs include both the guarantee itself plus mandatory additional serv ices required by the Russian issuer of the guarantees.
2. Increased uncertainty about costs. With the TIR sy stem there is a transparent
and reliable price system where operators know the cost of a TIR Carnet. For the
national guarantees, prices vary dramatically, even for the same routes and ty pes
of transports. Furthermore, combined transports are significantly more expensive
than simple transports. Under the TIR sy stem, there is no price difference for
combined and single transports, which giv es the right incentives for efficiency.
3. Increased adm inistrative burden. Back offices of the transport operators
must spend significantly more time on administrative work to av oid delays of the
transports entering into Russia and to negotiate new terms of cooperation with
their clients and with Russian issuers of the new national guarantees. This results
in higher freight costs.
4. Increased financial risk. In contrast to the TIR sy stem, which provides a high
lev el of protection for the transport operator against risks of non-payment of customs duties, the new Russian sy stem does not contain a guarantee . Instead,
transport operators are held liable in case of claims, which results in an increased
risk of economic loss or even bankruptcy for the o perator.
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Together, the increased uncertainty about costs and the increased administrative burden
result in higher costs per truck entering into Russia. The increased financial risk of the
operator for transports into Russia will further add to the increased costs of transport,
since risk requires higher rewards. This will ov er time push up the costs of transports into
Russia.
As a result of these four factors, transporting goods into Russia hav e become significantly
more ex pensive with the new guarantees compared to the situation with the TIR sy stem.
The first element is the direct cost. It consists of the cost of the additional guarantee and
the costs of the mandatory services operators now have to purchase from the brokers. The
direct costs are calculated in the remainder of this chapter.
The last three elements are the indirect costs. These are the costs that operators do not
pay directly at the bo rder but still hav e to bear as the result of the new national guarantee
sy stem. These costs are analysed in Chapter 3.
It is important to note that the new sy stem affects only import into Russia, while ex por ting goods out of Russia by road is not subject to the new additional guarantee. The calc ulations are therefore focused on Russian import.

2.2

Cost of the additional guarantee

The prices of the additional guarantees are not transparent and unlike the TIR sy stem
there is no pric e list. As a result, transport operators hav e no certainty about the cost of
transports into Russia. The data collected for this study shows a substantial degree of
v ariation in the prices paid, which highlights that prices are v ery unpredictable for the
operators. Furthermore, prices are sometimes even negotiable, which was also confirmed
at our field trip.
The median price paid for the natio nal guarantee is 320 $. However, more than 1 0per
cent of the observed transports paid a price of more than 1 ,000 $ and the max imum o bserv ed price is 3,87 6 $. This v ery high degree of v ariation highlights the uncertainty of the
new sy stem.
Based on our observations we have estimated the following range of costs of the additional guarantee:

8
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Table 1 Costs of additional guarantees
U SD per truc k into Rus sia
L ow es timate

320

A verage

415

H igh es timate

525

N ote:

T he low es timate is c alculated as the median obs ervation. D ue to the few very high obs erv ations, the
median is well below the average. For the average c os t we have us ed an average number adjus ted for
extreme obs ervations. M ore s pecifically, we have c alc ulated the average of the obs ervations falling in
the 5 th to the 9 5 th perc entile. L as tly, the high es timate is the s imple average, whic h als o takes into acc ount the high obs erv ations of more than 1 ,0 0 0 $ .

Sourc e: C openhagen E conomics

2.3

Costs of the mandatory services

When crossing the border into Russia, transport operators have to purchase the national
guarantee. In addition they must purchase mandatory associated services from the customs brokers such as electronic declaration or in some cases escorts. It is worth noting
that these are services the operators did not need, nor purchased, under the TIR sy stem.
Based on the observed prices paid by operators in addition to the new guarantee we estimate that there is a 1 :1 relationship between the price of the new guarantee and the mandatory services. This is confirmed by interviews with transport operators during a field
trip carried out in Marc h 2014. In some situations, however, a 1 :2 relationship is observ ed. As a high case scenario, we therefore use the 1 :2 relationship.
Consequently, the low, average, and high estimates for the service costs are 320$, 415$,
and 525$ respectively for the 1 :1 case. For the 1 :2 case the low, average and high estimates
are 640$, 830$, and 1 ,050$. The relationship between the price of the guarantee and the
price of the serv ices is illustrated in the figure below.
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Figure 2 Cost of mandatory service relative to the average cost
of guarantee (USD)

Sourc e: C openhagen E conomics

2.4

Total direct costs

We hav e now calculated the two components of the direct costs of the new sy stem: the
price of the guarantee and the price of mandatory services.
In 201 3 there were more than 1 ,400,000 terminations of transport operations under TIR
in Russia. Today , these transports are not able to use the TIR sy stem and instead have to
purchase the national guarantee. If prior to entry in Russia, the goods have to tra nsit
through a third country, there will still be a need to use other guarantee instruments such
as TIR, which would be v alid on the territories of those countries. However, if the goods
are transported from a neighbour country directly to Russia without t ransit, the operator
can purchase solely the national guarantee. In order to calculate the additional cost of the
new sy stem we will hav e to distinguish between these two situations.
Based on the number of TIR transport termination in Russia in 201 3, we have defined
three categories of transport operator origin.
1. TIR Carnets issued in countries that do not share a border with Russia (1 0 per
cent of total)
2. TIR Carnets issued in countries that do share a border with Russia (54 per cent of
total)
3. TIR Carnets issued in Russia (36 per cent of total)
Transports based on all three categories will be subject to the new system. However, there
will be slight v ariations in the costs dependent on whether or not a TIR Carnet is still
needed for the transport in question.

10
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1. T IR Carnets issued in countries that do not share a border with Russia
TIR transports originating from countries without borders with Russia will no w hav e to
purchase the new guarantee. However, since these transports will hav e to transit through
third countries a TIR Carnet is still needed 7.
Consequently, for these transports, the additional cost of the national guara ntee is the full
price of the guarantee plus the price of the mandatory se rvice.
2. T IR Carnets issued in countries that do share a border with Russia
The majority of transports from countries that share a border with Russia (henceforth
‘border countries’) will no longer need the TIR sy stem for transports into Russia. Instead,
they will need only the new guarantee in addition to the mandatory services. For these
transports, the cost of the new sy stem is slightly smaller since the cost of a TIR Carnet (a
4 v olet Carnet costs roughly 55$) is sav ed.
Howev er, some transport operators in the border countries will still choose to purchase
both the TIR and the national guarantee. This could be b ecause they – despite the fact
that their country of departure shares a border with Russia still transits throu gh a third
country. For example a transport departing in Estonia, transiting through Finland and
terminating in Russia, or alternatively passing through Russia to e.g. Kazak hstan. For
these transports, the cost of the new sy stem will be the full cost of the gua rantee plus the
price of the mandatory service, as for the non-border countries mentioned in category 1 .
Based on interv iews, 10 per cent of transports still need to purchase TIR Carnets in add ition to the new guarantees and mandatory se rvices. For the remaining 90 per cent, the
additional costs are the cost of the new guarantee plus the costs of the mandatory services
minus the 55$ that they will no longer spend on the TIR Carnet. This is illustrated in the
table below.

Table 2 Additional cost of national guarantee for operators in
border countries who no longer purchase TIR
A verage
s ervice c ost
s c enario
(U SD )

L ow average [c os t of new guarantee plus mandatory s ervices minus c ost of TIR]

585

H igh s ervice
c os t
s c enario
(U SD )
905

A verage

[c os t of new guarantee plus mandatory s ervices minus c ost of T IR]

775

1 ,1 9 0

H igh average [c ost of new guarantee plus mandatory s ervices minus c ost of T IR]

995

1 ,5 2 0

M eas ure

N ote:

T his c ost is relevant for trans ports c arried out without a T I R C arnet, us ing only the national guarantee

Sourc e: C openhagen E conomics

7

If , b ef ore entering Russia, the goods are transited through only the territory of the EU and Turkey it is also possible to use
the T sy stem instead of the TIR system. The T sy stem i s a transit procedure used for moving goods b etween the EC and EFTA c ountries. This transit proc edure is not c ompulsory and the TIR system may b e used i nstead. The price of the T system
ser v ices can vary greatly based on the type of c onsignment, iti nerary and numb er of loading etc.
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3. T IR Carnets issued in Russia
The last category is TIR Carnets issued in Russia. This will ty pically be Russian transport
operators importing goods into Russia. These transport oper ators will now also have to
pay the higher costs of the new sy stem. 8
Similar to the case for the border countries, some of these transports will now need only
the new guarantee while some will need the new guarantee and the TIR sy stem. The share
that still needs to purchase the TIR Carnet in addition to the new guarantee is dete rmined
from the pattern of Russian import. 30 per cent of Russia’s import from TIR cou ntries
comes from border countries and the remaining 7 0 per cent comes from non -border
countries 9. Hence, we assume that for the 30 per cent, the cost of the new sy stem is identical to the costs for the transports in the border countries (category 2). For the remaining
7 0 per cent the additional cost of the new sy stem is simply the full price of the guara ntee
and the mandatory services (identical to category 1 ).
T otal direct costs of the new sy stem
To determine the total costs of the new sy stem we weigh the transports which now need
only the new guarantee and the transports which need both the new guarantee and the
TIR sy stem, using the percentages mentioned above.
In total we estimate that 41 per cent of the former TIR transports into Russia will be
transports using both the TIR sy stem and the new guarantee while 59 per cent will purchase ex clusively the new guarantee and hence save the cost of the TIR Carnet.
This structure gives rise to the total direct cost per transport listed in the table below

Table 3 Additional direct costs of the new system per transport
M eas ure
L ow average
A verage
H igh average

A verage s ervice c ost s cenario
(U SD )

H igh s ervice c ost s cenario
(U SD )

610

930

800

1 ,2 1 5

1 ,0 2 0

1 ,5 5 0

Sourc e: C openhagen E conomics

In order to calculate the total cost of the new sy stem, the costs per transport in Table 3 are
multiplied by the 1.41 million TIR transports into Russia. We estimate total additional
cost of the national guarantees and the mandatory services, taking into account potential
sav ings on TIR, of up to 2.2 billion dollars per y ear.

8

9

It i s w orth noting that a f ew selected so-c alled ‘trusted’ operators are exempt from purc hasing the national guarantees.
How ev er, ac cording to our information, only around 1 35 transport operators out of thousands have t his possibility. Theref or e, the vast majority will have to pay the increased c osts of the new system.
The W or ld Bank, data from 201 2
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Figure 3 Total direct costs of the new system
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Sourc e: C openhagen E conomics

It is worth noting that there will ty pically be some additional costs associated with the
mandatory services, which are not included in the above estimate . For ex ample, some
operators mentioned that their drivers had to cover costs for the person escorting them
when they were told to purchase mandatory escort .
Further, some transport operators are using alternative routes to borders where TIR was
for a certain time still accepted in order to avoid the new additional guarantees. This
means further additional costs of for ex ample longer routes through for example Belarus
or costs of ferries to Finland. These opportunities disappear as e.g. the restrictions of the
TIR sy stem was introduced at the Finland border in March 2014.
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Chapter 3

Indirect costs of the additional
guarantees
In the prev ious chapter we hav e calculated the direct costs of the new sy stem for the operators and shown that is adds direct costs of up to 2.2 billion dollars per y ear. In this chapter we describe the indirect costs of the national guarantee sy stem. Based on interviews
with transport operators we have identified three main sources of indirect costs. First, the
new sy stem has led to increased uncertainty for transp ort operators about the price. Second, the new result has led to an increased administrative burden, among other things
due to the increased uncertainty. Lastly, the lack of an actual guarantee system in the
Russian national guarantees leads to increased financial risk for the operators. We discuss
these in turn.

3.1

Increased uncertainty

The Russian national guarantee system is not transparent and there is an inherent uncertainty for operators about the costs they will ultimately have to pay at the border. The
uncertainty is highlighted by the considerable variation in prices of the additional guara ntees as well as the ex tent and price of the mandatory services .
Furthermore, when the sy stem was first introduced there was an increase in waiting time
at the borders. Issues with the brokers’ companies could mean a risk of up to four day s
delay at the border. Today, ho wever, the increased uncertainty and risk of waiting times
are being dealt with at the back office (see nex t section) a nd consequently there is no
waiting time at the borders but certainly additional administrative work to avoid or minimise the risk of delay s.

3.2

Increased administrative burden

Handling the new sy stem takes time. As described above, there is a high degree of unce rtainty inherent in the sy stem and as a result, back offices must spend significantly more
time on administrative work to av oid delays for the transports entering into Russia as well
as negotiating new terms of cooperation with their clients and not least with brokers in
Russia. This includes the freight costs resulting from increased uncertainty about costs
and cov erage of the additional guarantees. Consequently, t he time spent on administrativ e work per transport has increased significantly.
The cost of this increased administrative burden is complex to calculate since the cost of
administration, for example wages, v ary considerably between TIR countries. However,
interv iews with transport operators indicate that the time spent on administrative work
per transport has increased as much as 25 per cent.
14
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3.3

Increased financial risk

An important part of the TIR sy stem is the build-in guarantee. For Customs, the guarantee protects the duties and tax es at risk. For transport operators, the TIR sy stem av oids
the need to deposit a guarantee covering the duties and taxes at transit borders. This minimises administrative risk and financial risk burdens.
In contrast to the TIR sy stem, the additional national guarantee system does not contain a
backing structure that would provide sufficient protection for operators. As a result,
transport operators are held liable in case of claims, which results in an increased risk of
economic loss or even bankruptcy for the operator.
This means that the responsibility is now resting entirely on the operators, who have to
secure additional financial reserves in case of requested payments. These reserves cannot
be used for inv estments or the like, which is a further indirect cost of the sy stem.

15
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Chapter 4

Economic consequences of the
system
In the prev ious two chapters we have analysed the direct and indirect costs of the national
guarantee system for the transport operators and showed that there is a significant increase in import costs. This section will discuss the wider economic consequences for the
global economy.

4.1

There are negative economic consequences of the system

As demonstrated in the prev ious chapter there are sizeable costs associated with the n ational guarantees. The costs, as well as the way the new sy stem works, have negative consequences for both the global economy and for the Russian economy.
First, the new sy stem fav ours a selected group of a few Russian operators who are ‘trusted’ and therefore do not have to pay the cost for the additional guarantee. This is howev er
only a small number of operators (our information indicates around 135 out of many
thousands of operators). Since only v ery few operators can obtain access to this ‘group’ of
trusted operators, the vast majority of operators will see their costs increase. This will
ultimately lead to higher prices.
Furthermore, there is a risk of the new sy stem leading to less efficient transportation.
Under the TIR sy stem, combined transports, where a truck carries goods from diffe rent
clients, cost the same as single transports, transporting for one client only. However, under the new sy stem, combined transports are more expensive. Hence, the new sy stem
incentivises single transports. From an efficiency stand point, combined transports are
desired if the alternative is to drive with less than full trucks. Consequently, this behaviour should not be punished by the system.

4.2

Quantifying the economic costs

Numerous studies hav e sought to quantify the additional indirect effects of changes to
transport costs. The study ‘Economic Costs of Barriers to Road Transport’ by the Hague
Consulting Group finds that indirect costs such as lost opportunities due to longer and
unreliable transport time are at least of the same size as the direct losses. The general
numbers found in this literature10 is somewhat smaller, in the range of 40-7 0 per cent of
direct costs.

10

See f or example SA CTRA (1999) “Tr ansport and the Ec onomy” Department of Transport Great Briatin, Persson and Goodw i n (2001 ) “Assessing the Benefits of Transport” ECMT OECD publications, Copenhagen Ec onomics (2004) “Ec onomyw i de b enefits – Dynamic and Strategic Effects of a Fehmam Belt Fixed Li nk”.
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We hav e estimated the direct costs of the new sy stem to be in the range of 0.9-2.2 billion
dollars. If we take the relationship between direct and indirect costs to be 7 0 per cent as
suggested above, the indirect costs are estimated to be in the range of 0. 6-1 .5 billion dollars. A dding together the direct and indirect costs yields an estim ation of total costs associated with the new sy stem of between 1 .5-3.7 billion dollars.

4.3

The national guarantees will ultimately hurt Russian
consumers

The non-application of TIR by the Russian Federation makes imports into Russia more
ex pensive. The additional guarantees and the mandatory services result in sizeable add itional costs of transports into Russia. The impact of these increased costs will be similar
to that of an import duty .
Import from TIR countries is a v ital part of Russia’s total import. Furthermore, 68 per
cent of the total import from the EU in v alue enters Russia by road. When Russia sets up
measures that make this import more expensive it will affect ov erall trade.
Our calculations, based on the pattern of Russia’s trade with TIR countries v ersus non TIR countries suggest that the impact of the national guarantees is equivalent to an add itional tariff of 0.6 per cent to 1 .4 percent for all road transport entering into Russia.
Such a restriction on trade will hav e a negative impact on the Russian economy. As found
in Marel and Drey er (2013) 11, more trade protectionism and poor market access has already affected Russia’s international competitiveness negatively. The authors further
argue that good domestic institutions affect trade on the export as well as the i mport side.
A deterioration of institutions leads Russia to become less and less int egrated with the
world’s global supply chains. As shown, the new Russian sy stem is clearly a deterioration
of the international road transport system, which has been v ery well institutionalized for
more than 50 y ears.
Increased cost of import will ultimately hurt Russian consumers. Transport operators will
pass-on their increased costs to their clients, who will then again pass them on to their
clients. In the end, the Russian consumers will pay.

11

Er i k van der Marel and Iana Dreyer (2013) ”Beyond Dutch Disease: W hen Deteriorating Rule o f Law affects Russian Trade
w i th and Investments f rom Advanced Ec onomics”
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Chapter 5

Conclusion
In conclusion, it is our v iew that there are sizable costs resulting from the non-application
of the TIR sy stem by the Russian Federation. These costs consists of both the direct costs
that operators have to pay the brokers agencies for additional guarantees and mandatory
serv ices, as well as the indirect costs arising from the restrictions of the TIR sy stem.
Ultimately, the costs of the new sy stem are equivalent to an additional tariff on road
transport into Russia of 0.6 per cent to 1 .4 per cent. Restricting trade in this way is neither beneficial for the Russian economy, nor for the Russian consumers who will experience higher prices as a result of the up to 2.2 billion dollars additional direct costs per
y ear.
The sy stem imposes a significant additional cost on Russian consumers and hur ts growth
in Russia. It further has no benefits ov er the well-established TIR sy stem, apart from benefitting a selected group of ‘trusted’ transport operators.
Ov erall, it would be more beneficial for the Russian economy as a whole to continue using
the TIR sy stem instead of issuing national guarantees.
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Appendix A

Questionnaire sent to Estonian transport
operators prior to field trip
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Appendix B

Receipts for additional guarantees purchased at the Russian borders
Table 4 Examples of actual payments at the Russian borders
N ame of
c ompany

C ompany
1

D ate when
alternative
guarantee
and as s ociated s ervic es purc has ed
1 4 .1 1.2013

E ntry border
c ros sing point
where alternative guarantee
purc has ed
Smolens k
C us toms (C entral C us toms
Region)

Region

I tinerary

C entral
C us toms
Region

SmolenskA lmaty

Rus s ian G uarantee, Associated
Servic es and payment proofs

1 .P rovision of ins urance guara ntee by A rs enal - 139000 RU R(
2 8 0 4 E UR); + 8 0 0 RUR( 1 6EUR)
2 .P reparation of doc uments and
information for c us toms formalities - 1 5 0 00 RUR (~3 0 3 E UR);
3 .T emporary storage in warehous e - 6 '0 00 RU R (~1 2 1 E UR);

C ompany
2

0 1 .1 1.2013

Smolens k
C us toms (C entral C us toms
Region)

C entral
C us toms
Region

L ithuaniaA lmaty

4 . Bank c ommission - 4824 RUR
(~9 7 E UR).
1 . T emporary s torage in warehous e - 6 '0 00 RU R (~1 2 1 E UR);
2 . Sec urity and es cort s ervices 9 ’0 0 0 RUR (~1 84 EUR)
3 . E s cort s ervice 3 07 U SD
4 . P rovision of ins urance guara ntee by A rs enal - 3’0 00 RUR (~6 0
E U R)
5 . P reparation of doc uments and
information for c us toms formalities – 7 ’2 00 RUR (~1 4 7 E UR)

C ompany
3

1 6 .1 1.2013

Smolens k
C us toms (C entral C us toms
Region)

C entral
C us toms
Region

SmolenskM os kov
O blast

1 .P rovision of ins urance guara ntee by A rs enal - 15000 RU R( 3 0 3
E U R);
2 .P reparation of doc uments and
information for c us toms formalities - 7 9 0 0 RUR (~1 5 9 E UR);
3 .T emporary storage in warehous e - 3 '0 00 RU R (~6 0 E UR);
4 . es c ort service 9 000 RUR(182
E U R)
5 . Bank c ommission - 1047 RUR
(~2 1 E UR).

Sourc e: C openhagen E conomics
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